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Abstract

The paper provides an overview of recent modelling of global material erosion and deposition in the fusion devices Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X), JET and ITER using the Monte-Carlo code ERO2.0. For validating the modelling tool in a three-dimensional environment, W7-X simulations are performed to describe carbon erosion from the graphite test divertor units, which were equipped in operational phase OP 1.2 and analysed post-mortem. Synthetic spectroscopy of carbon line emission is compared with experimental results from the divertor spectrometer measurement system, showing a good agreement in the e-folding lengths in the radial intensity profiles of carbon. In the case of metallic wall materials, earlier modelling of the Be/W environment in JET and ITER is revisited and extended with an updated set of sputtering and reflection data, as well as including the mixing model for describing the Be/W dynamics in the divertor. Motivated by recent H/D/T isotope experiments in JET, limited and diverted configuration pulses are modelled, showing the expected trend of both Be and W erosion increasing with isotope mass. For the JET diverted configuration pulses, it is shown that Be
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migrates predominantly to the upper part of the inner divertor where it initially leads to strong W erosion. With longer exposure time, the growth of a Be deposited layer leads to a reduction of W erosion in that region. A similar trend is observed in simulations of the ITER baseline \( Q = 10 \) scenario, however with a more symmetric Be migration pattern leading to deposition also on the outer divertor.
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1. Introduction

Plasma-wall interaction (PWI) processes like erosion or fuel retention are a challenge for efficient and safe long-term operation of fusion devices like ITER. Computer code simulations of these processes are thus important for the design of future reactors, as well as for interpretation of experimental results. The three-dimensional (3D) Monte-Carlo code ERO2.0 [1] allows simulations of the material erosion under ion or charge-exchange (CX) neutral impact, as well as following the migration paths of eroded impurities through the plasma, including atomic and molecular processes like ionisation/recombination/disassociation, and secondary PWI processes like impurity redeposition/re-erosion. The present contribution provides an overview of the recent validation of ERO2.0 using results from Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) and JET experiments, and an update of predictions for ITER with respect to earlier ones published in [2].

2. W7-X modelling of C erosion and transport

Non-axisymmetric plasma shapes and geometries are important to take into account in PWI simulations, especially in view of the complex 3D magnetic topologies and plasma footprints induced by resonant magnetic perturbations planned to be used in ITER [3]. This necessitates experimental validation in fully 3D topologies, such as in the stellarator W7-X. The present modelling focuses on operational phase OP 1.2 of W7-X, which featured an island divertor consisting of passively cooled test divertor units (TDUs) with graphite as plasma-facing material [4]. For simulating global carbon (C) migration, we use a EMC3-EIRENE H plasma solution in standard magnetic configuration [5] as input to ERO2.0, which calculates C erosion and redeposition. The results are compared with spectroscopy profiles from [6] for attached conditions obtained from pulse \#20181010.33 @ 1.0 s, a discharge in standard magnetic configuration with 4 MW input power, radiated fraction of 40% and an upstream density of \( 2 \times 10^{19} \) m\(^{-3}\).

ERO2.0 is used to simulate the erosion and transport of carbon, using the EMC3-EIRENE plasma solution as a constant input. The erosion source takes into account physical sputtering by hydrogen (H) impact from the background plasma and carbon self-impact, as well as chemical sputtering by hydrogen impact. Physical sputtering yields are obtained from the binary collision approximation (BCA) code SDTrimSP [7] for a wide range of possible impact energies and angles, of which some are exemplarily shown in figures 1(a) and (b). The ion impact energies are set to \( E = 2T_i + 3qT_e \) [8] and the impact angle with respect to the surface normal is set to 40°, the latter being an approximation of the typical mean impact angle of ions on a rough surface as discussed in [9]. Chemical erosion is calculated using the Roth formula [10] and assumed to preferentially release CH\(_4\) molecules. Apart from the impact energy, the formula depends on the surface temperature \( T_{surf} \) and (less strongly) on the ion flux \( \Gamma \). The former is obtained from experimental infra-red camera images [11] and is around \( T_{surf} \sim 500 \) K in the plasma footprint region where most erosion occurs (with local hot spots of up to \( \sim 800 \)K and higher, see [4]). The ion flux is derived from EMC3-EIRENE and is around \( \Gamma \sim 1 \times 10^{22} \) at m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) in the plasma footprint region (see [4]). As discussed previously in [12], C erosion by H at low impact energies (<100 eV) is dominated by chemical erosion, which is illustrated in figure 2. Finally, it should be noted that the influence of impurities other than carbon on sputtering is neglected in the modelling, in particular oxygen is neglected corresponding to the conditions after a fresh boronization.

Hydrocarbon and carbon ions are followed through the plasma using the adaptive guiding center approximation (AGCA) method described in [13], which uses full orbit (FO) ion trajectory resolution only in specific regions e.g. close to PFCs, with a time constant of \( dt = 100 \)ns. It was verified for the W7-X setup that AGCA is faster while introducing no significant changes compared to using pure FO, the latter requiring significantly smaller time constants. The hydrocarbon molecular ionisation and dissociation chain is implemented as in ERO [14] using coefficients from [15]. Upon surface impact, the erosion induced by hydrocarbons is approximated by the sum of the erosion that would be induced by the molecule constituents carrying a fraction of the kinetic energy. Reflection probabilities of hydrocarbons are assumed to be 100% (zero sticking) for neutral hydrocarbons and 50% for hydrocarbon radicals according to the ‘standard assumptions’ mentioned in [16]. For atomic carbon, ionisation and recombination processes are modelled using ADAS coefficients [17], and reflection coefficients are calculated with SDTrimSP (figures 1(c) and (d)).

Before discussing the ERO2.0 simulation results, the applicability of the input EMC3-EIRENE solution to the plasma conditions present during spectroscopy measurements is verified by comparison with divertor Langmuir probe (LP)
Carbon emission from both simulation and experiment shows a radial decay of the intensity with two distinct e-folding length regions. The simulated emission is obtained from 3D particle densities of CH, C\(^+\) and C\(^{2+}\) shown in figure 4, which are used to generate signals for the CH A-X Gerö band [19] at 431.0 nm and the emission lines C II at 426.7 nm and C III at 465.0 nm respectively. The density for CH is the lowest and the one for C\(^{2+}\) is the highest. Differences in density are partially due to different ionisation lengths for CH, C\(^+\) and C\(^{2+}\) (and the additional dissociation channel in the case of CH), and partially by the influence of reflection and re-erosion.

The 3D particle densities are converted to photon emissivities using coefficients from ADAS in the case of the C II and C III signals, and from IPProg [20, 21] in the case of the CH band signal. Note that the CH band is approximated by the main diagonal transition \(v' = v'' = 0\), higher diagonal and off-diagonal transitions have lower contributions [20, 22] and are neglected here. The photon emissivities are subsequently integrated along the sightlines as described in [23]. The resulting emission profiles are shown in figure 5, where each measurement point corresponds to the emission integrated in one sightline, together with the corresponding experimental measurements from [6]. In general, both experiment and simulation qualitatively show a strong decay of the emission in the region near the target (\(\leq 5\) cm) followed by a constant signal far from the target (\(\geq 7\) cm). A possible explanation for the kink is that sightlines which are located far from the horizontal target are passing through the vertical target (see figure 3(a)), with carbon from the vertical target producing the background signal.

In the region near the horizontal target (shaded area at 2–5 cm), the simulated and experimental emission are in reasonable agreement (ratio within factor x3.2 for CH, x2.2 for C II and x1.7 for C III). Emission e-folding lengths obtained by exponential fitting in this area are comparable as well: \(\lambda_{\text{exp}} = 0.97\) cm and \(\lambda_{\text{sim}} = 0.92\) cm for CH, \(\lambda_{\text{exp}} = 1.21\) cm and \(\lambda_{\text{sim}} = 1.02\) cm for C II, \(\lambda_{\text{exp}} = 1.55\) cm and \(\lambda_{\text{sim}} = 1.39\) cm for C III. Note that the simulated C II and C III profiles show a distinct drop in the intensity very close to the target (<2 cm), which is
Figure 3. (a) W7-X simulation geometry of the TDU lower half-module, with C erosion patterns simulated by ERO2.0. Blue points (Poincaré plot) indicate the standard magnetic configuration topology. Green lines indicate the divertor spectrometer sightlines, observing from right to left through the pumping gap between horizontal and vertical divertor targets. Cyan dots indicate the Langmuir probe (LP) locations. (b) and (c) W7-X TDU LP measurements for discharge #20181 010.33 @ 1.0 s, averaged in a ±5 ms window, compared with EMC3-EIRENE plasma parameters evaluated at the LP locations. The first channel is the farthest away from the pumping gap and vice versa.

Figure 4. W7-X carbon particle densities in 3D, simulated with ERO2.0 and used for producing synthetic spectroscopy signals, shown together with the spectrometer sightlines (red). The plotted densities are clipped to the r, phi and z ranges indicated by the arrows for better visibility. (a) CH, (b) C+1, (c) C+2. Additionally, transparency is added to low densities as indicated by the colorbar.

not observed in the experiment. On the simulation side, this region is very sensible both to small errors in the assumed coordinates of the spectroscopy sightlines and to the finite grid resolution (proximity of ‘empty’ grid cells just below or crossing the targets), which may explain the differences.

In the region far from the horizontal target, the experimental CH signal is too weak to be fitted since the molecules are already dissociated or ionised. Therefore, only C II and C III can be compared with simulations. In both cases the simulated emission is significantly lower than the experimental one, with factor x10.2 difference for C II and factor x3.4 difference for C III. This indicates an underestimation of erosion from the vertical target in the simulations. Another possible source of uncertainty are the plasma profiles, which affect the photon emissivity coefficients as well as the mean free paths for ionisation and dissociation. However, matching all emission simultaneously by adjusting the plasma parameters alone seems not possible. For example, reducing both $n_e$ and $T_e$ everywhere by factor 2 leads to a better agreement in the far region for C II but simultaneously to larger differences for C III. On the other hand, differences in the poloidal target profiles as observed in figures 3(b) and (c), such as the $n_e$ peak in the experimental profile, can be to some extent smoothed out during the light integration in horizontal direction. Additional uncertainties can play a role in this region due to the low signals, for example background emission or light reflection from the baffle.

Another source of discrepancy are the absence of electric fields and temperature gradient forces in the current simulations. Due to numerical restrictions, EMC3-EIRENE does not provide the electric field. It was shown that drifts cause up-down asymmetries the particle fluxes on the TDUs [24], which in turn may cause the experimentally observed asymmetries in erosion/deposition patterns ([4] reports a difference in C net erosion of 40% between top and bottom TDUs in one half-module). The current simulations assume perfect up-down symmetry in the particle fluxes and plasma parameters. Furthermore, the ERO2.0 current simulations use a built-in
model only for the sheath and pre-sheath electric field [25]. Compared to the experimental spectroscopy, the lack of $E \times B$ drifts outside the sheath affects the C transport and self-sputtering source, and in particular the C II and C III line emission. Temperature gradient forces (thermoforces) on the other hand are included in EMC3-EIRENE and generally have the effect of pushing particles away from divertor targets [26, 27]. In ERO2.0, thermoforces were implemented only recently [28] and were not available for the present study due to technical reasons.

Overall, the spectroscopy comparison is encouraging as a validation for the 3D modelling workflow, but also motivates further more detailed investigation on the influence of the photon emissivity coefficients, or more generally the rate coefficients for the hydrocarbon dissociation and ionisation chain, as well as $E \times B$ and thermoforce effects, which may be subject of future studies.

3. JET and ITER modelling of Be and W erosion and transport

The tokamak JET is equipped with an ITER-like wall, featuring beryllium (Be) in the first wall and tungsten (W) in the divertor, to enable PWI studies in preparation of ITER. Simulations of Be/W dynamics are therefore important for general validation of the code using JET results as well as predictions for ITER. Furthermore, understanding Be migration may be used as a proxy for predicting the behavior of low Z impurities in full-W devices, such as boron (B) from boronization which is used as alternative material for wall conditioning [29, 30]. Unless otherwise stated, the JET and ITER simulations described below are performed with similar assumptions as the ones above for W7-X.

3.1. Updated sputtering and reflection data

Previous ERO and ERO2.0 modelling studies for JET and ITER, such as [1, 2], used a set of Be sputtering data initially introduced in 2013 [31]. To account for the influence of fuel content in the surface (which is not directly tracked by the codes), those sputtering data are parametrized using the so-called ‘ERO-max’ and ‘ERO-min’ assumptions. The former are obtained with a pure Be surface, whereas the latter are obtained using 50% D fuel content in the surface, leading to generally lower sputtering yields.

New and more detailed ERO2.0 simulations of the recent JET experimental campaigns, considering different isotope plasmas (H/D/T) as well as Be/W mixed layer dynamics, were enabled by dedicated SDTrimSP calculations of sputtering and reflection data with a high resolution of impact energies and angles. Figure 6 shows the SDTrimSP sputtering and reflection coefficients for different projectiles on pure Be and W targets (He projectiles are included as additional information, but were not considered in the ERO2.0 simulations). For consistency with previous studies, an additional set of Be sputtering and reflection data was produced under the ‘ERO-min’ assumption with respective 50% H/D/T surface content. Figures 7(a) and (b) shows the Be ‘ERO-min’ and ‘ERO-max’ sputtering yields for H/D/T projectiles, including also the data from [31] (D only) for comparison. The new set of sputtering yields provides some improvements compared to the previous data. In particular, the ‘ERO-min’ curves in figure 7(b) show a strong reduction of yields for grazing incidence (impact angles $\theta \sim 90^\circ$) compared to [31], which is considered more realistic and was achieved by improved assumptions for surface binding energy and atomic densities [32]. Note that the SDTrimSP data do not consider chemically assisted physical sputtering effects. This may be improved in the future by combining BCA data with molecular dynamics simulations for Be irradiation by H/D/T projectiles.

3.2. JET limited configuration pulses

JET limited configuration pulses have been used previously [33] to experimentally determine effective Be sputtering yields $Y_{\text{eff}}$ in D plasma via spectroscopy, and were compared with $Y_{\text{eff}}$ values from respective simulations (see e.g. [1]).
Figure 6. Physical sputtering and reflection data for Be and W targets calculated with SDTrimSP for different projectile species. Curves are shown for exemplary chosen impact energies and angles. (a) and (b) Be and W sputtering yield, plotted over the impact energy at constant $40^\circ$ impact angle. (c) and (d) Be and W sputtering yield (normalized to the normal incidence yield), plotted over the impact angle at constant 300eV impact energy. (e) and (f) Particle reflection coefficient on Be and W targets, plotted over the impact energy at constant $40^\circ$ impact angle. In (e), reflection is zero for W on Be in the entire plot range. (g) and (h) Particle reflection coefficient on Be and W targets, plotted over the impact angle at constant 300eV impact energy.

Figure 7. Sputtering yields for H/D/T projectiles on Be targets: influence of the hydrogen isotope surface content. Shown are the SDTrimSP yields obtained with a pure Be surface (‘ERO-max’, same as above in figure 6) and a hydrated surface with an assumed 50% content of H/D/T (‘ERO-min’). The previously used ‘2013’ set of data for D projectiles [31] is shown for comparison. (a) Energy dependence at constant $40^\circ$ impact angle. (b) Angular dependence at constant 100 eV impact energy. (c) Effective sputtering yield obtained as the surface average in the spectroscopy observation spot on the JET inner wall guard limiter, for varying line-integrated density $\langle n_e \rangle$ (fuelling scan).

Recent JET experiments aimed at repeating these pulses with H and T plasma to study the isotope effect on erosion [34, 35]. The analysis of edge plasma parameter profiles for the respective pulses, needed as input for ERO2.0 modelling, is still ongoing so that a direct comparison between experiment and simulation was not possible for the present study. However, a simplified proof-of-concept modelling study was performed using the D plasma backgrounds from [1] and repeating for H and T by assuming the same plasma parameters and only changing the sputtering/reflection data to H and T respectively.
The result is shown in figure 7(c), which shows the trend of $Y_{\text{eff}}$ decreasing with increasing plasma line-averaged density $\langle n_e \rangle$ (corresponding to lower plasma temperatures thus impact energies), and increasing with the isotope mass as qualitatively confirmed by the recent experiments [34, 35]. At high densities (low impact energies), the ratio of sputtering for H:D:T is roughly proportional to the mass ratio 1:2:3. At low densities (high impact energies), the sputtering ratio is somewhat higher. This non-linearity is attributed to the influence of Be self-sputtering present in these plasma conditions, which is lowest for H ERO-min at high density (10% of total Be erosion) and highest for T ERO-max at low density (60% of total Be erosion).

3.3 JET diverted configuration pulses

The attached H-mode D plasma inter-ELM conditions from [1] ($B_t = 2.0\,\text{T}$, $I_p = 2.0\,\text{kA}$, $P_{\text{aux}} = 6.0\,\text{MW}$, $n_{e,\text{core}} = 6.5 \times 10^{19} \,\text{m}^{-3}$, $T_{e,\text{core}} = 1.8\,\text{keV}$, outer strikepoint on bulk W target), with the plasma background and CX neutral fluxes obtained from EDGE2D-EIRENE [36, 37], were revisited in this study and extended to H and T, again using the simplified assumption of having the same plasma conditions and only changing the sputtering/reflection data. Note that in contrast to earlier studies, the Be deposition and re-erosion in the divertor are now taken into account using the homogeneous mixing model (HMM) [38]. The time-dependent simulations start with a pure W divertor, and then evolve the surface material concentrations with a step length of 50–100 ms and a surface interaction layer of 5 nm thickness (based on SDTrimSP range calculations performed for Be and W targets and projectiles in the relevant impact energy range). It should be noted that other studies [39] use starting Be/W concentrations based on global modelling and post-mortem analysis instead of starting with a pure W divertor. The former is a more realistic approach for comparing with experiments, whereas the approach chosen here allows proof-of-concept studies on the initial dynamics of Be layers in the divertor. Note that the influence of intra-ELM conditions is neglected here. Taking those into account would change the erosion/deposition patterns. Importantly, sputtering by hydrogen isotopes is strongly increased during ELMs due to their energy increasing significantly beyond the W sputtering threshold [40]. A further important effect of ELMs is the influence of W transport into and from the main plasma, which was recently subject of dedicated global modelling studies [39]. Finally, as discussed above in section 2, thermoforce were not considered in the simulations. Taking these into account would reduce W redeposition as shown by local modelling [40], and can be expected to reduce the Be flux into the divertor.

The new simulations with H/D/T plasma show similar patterns of erosion and deposition in the divertor, with only the magnitude of both increasing with isotope mass [35], indicating that the main influence of the isotope is in the sputtering yields while transport patterns largely remain identical. Figure 8 exemplarily shows the 3D patterns of erosion and deposition in the divertor for a D plasma after $\Delta t = 1\,\text{s}$ exposure time and with the ‘ERO-min’ assumption. Figure 9 shows the corresponding 2D plots of Be and W impurities in the plasma. As seen in figure 8(a), Be eroded from the main chamber migrates predominantly into SOL and far-SOL regions of the inner divertor (tiles 0, 1, 3), leading to prominent Be net deposition zones. The deposition patterns are toroidally asymmetric due to shadowing effects of neighboring tilted divertor tiles. This is in line with post-mortem analysis which finds significant Be deposits of several $\mu\text{m}$ thickness on tiles 0, 1, 3, thus posing the largest net deposition area in JET [41]. In the outer strikepoint region (horizontal tile 5), a stripe of Be net deposition is observed in the PFR, which rapidly depletes in the SOL.

Since the divertor is assumed to start with pure W layers in the simulations, all regions of Be influx initially lead to W gross erosion in the inter-ELM conditions studied here, as seen in figure 8(b). After a certain exposure time (about 4 s in the
ERO-min case shown in figure 8), a steady-state Be concentration is reached, reducing the W gross erosion in regions of net Be deposition compared to the initial clean W targets. Note that a high fraction of W is redeposited near the erosion location, as discussed e.g. in [42]. The W net erosion patterns (not shown here) are therefore close to zero on average, and subjected to strong Monte-Carlo noise, with no distinct net erosion or deposition zones. Finally, it should be noted that the influence of H/D/T CX neutrals on W erosion may be underestimated in the present study, since these are treated via their mean energies, which are provided by EDGE2D-EIRENE. These mean energies include also recycled neutrals. The mean energies in the divertor are too low to cause W erosion. A necessary improvement is to use information from energy spectra calculated with the EIRENE code. Taking these into account was shown to induce an additional, poorly screened erosion zone on the outer vertical target from which W can easily reach the core plasma [39]. Improved understanding of CX neutrals on PWI is topic of current research [43, 44].

3.4. ITER baseline scenario

Using the same updated code and sputtering/reflection data as for JET, we re-visit the ERO2.0 modelling of ITER $Q = 10$ semi-detached D-T discharges described in [2]. Here we use the OEDGE [45] set of plasma background and CX neutral fluxes labeled as ‘case #2’, which is defined by high far-SOL density and high SOL flow assumptions. In contrast to the earlier simulations, in which D plasma was assumed as a proxy for D-T, we now assume a 50%–50% D-T mix and use the new D and T sputtering/reflection data which leads to a more realistic description of the main erosion sources. Figure 10 shows
3D patterns of erosion and deposition in the divertor, exemplarily for D plasma after $\Delta t = 12$ s exposure time and with the ‘ERO-min’ assumption. Figure 11 shows the corresponding 2D impurity densities of Be and W. Interestingly, the W SOL density is much lower compared to JET, which can be attributed to the higher density and consequently higher prompt redeposition. In contrast, the W density is high at the HFS PFR region due to the close vicinity of the W erosion region at the inner strike-line.

As for JET, one can see shadowing patterns in erosion and deposition due to the tilting between neighboring tiles [46]. In comparison to the JET case, the Be deposition in the inner divertor SOL is found closer to the strike-line. A prominent Be deposition zone is found on the top of the outer divertor, and an additional zone is formed with time just next to the outer strike-line. As for JET, the build-up of a steady-state Be concentration in certain divertor areas leads to a reduction of W erosion in these areas compared to the initial phase of the simulation with pure W targets. Compared to JET, the Be flux in ITER is higher in the outer divertor. One reason may be the relatively strong erosion on Be main chamber components in proximity to the outer divertor in ITER [2]. Additionally, differences in the background SOL flows can explain the differences in migration patterns. In ERO2.0 simulations, Be impurities in the SOL get entrained in the background flows (shown in figure 12 for the JET and ITER cases) after being eroded and ionised in the main chamber. The location of the stagnation region in the flow pattern (white-colored area on the low-field side in figure 12) determines whether they are ultimately deposited at the inner or outer divertor targets. The JET case features a stagnation region closer to the outer divertor, favouring counter-clockwise transport from the outer wall into the inner divertor. As explained in [2], the ITER OEDGE ‘case #2’ used here is already the one with the highest flows compared to other OEDGE cases. This means that in those other cases, the migration to the inner divertor in ITER is even weaker and potentially underestimated. This highlights the importance of correct understanding and modelling of SOL flows for predicting global migration.

4. Conclusions

Progress has been achieved in the validation of ERO2.0 in 3D environments (W7-X), with encouraging agreement between synthetic and experimental carbon emission. The comparison should be expanded using post-mortem analysis of the $^{13}$C deposition from dedicated tracer experiment [4], which used similar plasma conditions as the ones considered here, and provides a means of validating local and global migration patterns. Corresponding ERO simulations are now in progress.

A large set of relevant SDTrimSP sputtering/reflection data needed for H/D/T isotope scans was produced and used for JET simulations. Effective yields were obtained for the limited plasma configuration, which are planned to be used for comparison with corresponding isotope experiments. Simulations of diverted configuration plasmas, with the HMM enabled to describe Be/W layer dynamics, qualitatively confirm the experimentally observed build-up of Be layers on top of the inner divertor, and demonstrate the important role of the main chamber Be source in the erosion of W targets. The experience from JET was extended to ITER predictions, which were updated using the mixing model and improved hydrogen isotope assumptions.
Figure 12. Background SOL flow velocity (Mach number) of D\(^+\) ions in the (a) JET and (b) ITER cases. Data retrieved from EDGE2D-EIRENE and OEDGE respectively as input for ERO2.0. Positive (blue) = counter-clockwise, negative (red) = clockwise.
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